
 

GLEENER INTRODUCES QUICK FIX SEWING KIT  

Montreal, QC, Canada (January 2, 2018) Gleener introduces Quick Fix Sewing Kit, the wardrobe 

warrior fully equipped with a Gleener On the Go, assortment of thread, TSA compliant scissors, 

Fashion Tape and other sewing notions. The Quick Fix Sewing Kit has everything you’ll need to 

mend holes and tears, replace buttons, hem pants and skirts. The kit is all held together with its 

durable case, taking up no more space than a makeup bag or shaving kit in your carry-on. The Quick 

Fix is all pulled together with its sewing guide, a comprehensive booklet that offers instructions for 

all sewing woes.  

 

“We are always looking for ways to simplify the lives of our customers” says Kim Cole, President of 

Gleener. “This kit brings over 11 different products in one, effectively eliminating the need to shop at 

several different stores to end up with the same result.”  

Features:  
• Gleener On the Go, fabric de-piller and lint brush duo, includes three fabric safe Edges to 

remove fuzz and pilling from virtually any fabric. 
• Sturdy, TSA compliant scissors product a precise cut.  



• The Fashion Tape, is double-sided, perfect for fixing loose hems or blouse gaps.  
• Sewing notions include professional 60-inch measuring tape, safety pins, needles, buttons, a 

seam ripper and a variety of colored thread.  
 

Gleener Quick Fix Sewing Kit is available in a variety of colors. They retail for $32.99 MSRP. Quick Fix 

is available at select retailers and online at gleener.com.

 
 
Gleener Quick Fix, newest member to the Gleener product range, is a wardrobe warrior built into a 
convenient and stylish carry-case.  
 

ABOUT GLEENER 
Gleener makes innovative and effective fabric care solutions that help people love their clothes 
longer. It all started with the Gleener Ultimate Fuzz Remover, the company’s award-winning fabric 
de-piller and lint brush combo. A testament to its quality and performance, the Gleener Ultimate 
Fuzz Remover has received the A’ Design Award (2015), the Homewares Innovation Silver Award 
(2013) and the IHA Innovation Award (2012), amongst others. Gleener’s line of smart fabric care 
solutions has since expanded to include the Gleener On the Go Travel Fuzz Remover, Dryer 
Dots Wool Dryer Balls, and the FURniture Brush. For more information, visit www.gleener.com, 
write info@gleener.com, or call +1 (514) 735-0000. You can also find us 
on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 
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